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1 IntrodutionWhy are robots still on�ned to fatory oors and researh departments? Will theyever step out and be part of our everyday lives? Aside from ethial onsiderationsand marketing strategies, there are tehnologial reasons that explain why the use ofrobots is not as widespread as some envisaged they would be by now. At the risk ofoversimpli�ation, let me state that the Ahilles heel of urrent robots is their lak ofadaptivity, at all levels. This apability is dispensable in well-engineered environments,and thus we have very performant robots in manufaturing lines, but it is a sine quanon when tasks are to be arried out in non-prede�ned worlds.In this sense, the biologial world {where adaptivity is ruial for survival{ on-stitutes a very good soure of inspiration for robotis researhers, sine it providesexistene proofs of many adaptive mehanisms that do funtion. However, autionmust be taken, beause the best natural solution may not be the best arti�ial one(Simon 69). Wheels, wings and alulators have often been mentioned as examplesof arti�ial solutions onsiderably di�erent from their natural ounterparts, and moreperformant aording to ertain riteria. The resoures available to engineering designdepart a lot from those in nature, and not just when it omes to materials, but also inthe number of instanes and spendable time.With this note of aution in mind, i.e., aepting that biologial plausibility in itselfadds no speial value from an engineering viewpoint, it is safe to look into naturaladaptivity to get seed ideas that an be instantiated in a di�erent way by arti�ialmeans.2 Adaptive...What exatly do we mean by adaptivity? What does it enompass? What is itsrange? By adaptivity we mean the apability of self-modi�ation that some agentshave, whih allows them to maintain a level of performane when faing environmentalhanges, or to improve it when onfronted repeatedly with the same situation. The1



term `agent' above stands for a single ell, an organ, an individual or even a wholesoiety, beause, in the biologial world, adaptivity ours at several levels, eah havinga possible ounterpart in the design of autonomous robots (Steels 95; Omidvar and vander Smagt 97; Sharkey 97; Ziemke and Sharkey 98).At the ell level, several hemial and eletrial mehanisms of plastiity havebeen disovered, some of whih have been modelled and analysed within the NeuralNetworks �eld (Arbib 95), and later applied to adjust the parameters of robot sensorsand atuators.At the sensorimotor level, adaptation takes the form of an assoiation, builtthrough either lassial or instrumental onditioning, as studied within the BehaviouralPsyhology �eld. Again, neural network models able to build relevant assoiations fromexperiene (Hinton 89; Torras 95a) have been applied to the onstrution of robot sen-sorimotor mappings (Ritter et al. 92; Kr�ose 95; Torras 95b).At a ognitive level, several symboli learning strategies have been postulated,some of whih have been mimiked within the �eld of Arti�ial Intelligene and laterinorporated into learning robots (Kaelbling 93; Van de Velde 93; Dorigo 96; Mithellet al. 96; Morik et al. 99).Finally, at the speies level, adaptation is attained through evolution. Genetialgorithms (Goldberg 89; Koza 92) and evolutionary omputation (Higuhi et al. 97)are starting to be used to tailor robot genotypes to given tasks and environments(Husbands and Meyer 98).In this speial issue, instanes of all four levels above an be found.Notions suh as reeptivity �elds and winner-take-all networks, oming from the�rst level, underlie the neural network algorithms used in several of the papers. Thus,MNeill and Card investigate four neural ompetitive algorithms for input luster-ing, and apply them to disriminate between simple visual patterns, while Valenteet al. ombine unsupervised and supervised neural proedures to determine suitablegripping points on an objet.The work by Lewis and Sim�o lies learly at the sensorimotor level, sine they usea neural network to build a pereption-ation mapping from experiene. Spei�ally,this mapping adjusts stride length based on distane to the nearest obstale, allowinga legged reature to step smoothly over obstales.Two papers ombine elements from the sensorimotor and the ognitive levels.Trentin and Cattoni use a hidden markov model (HMM) to represent sequenes of(unknown) robot positions, treating sensor measurements as the observed `symbols'for restriting the hidden state. They use a reurrent neural network to enode thehistory-dependent HMM transition probabilities. Santos and Touzet propose an ap-proah to takle the exploration/exploitation dilemma by tuning the parameters ofthe reinforement funtion, the underlying idea being to attain an ideal ratio betweenpositive and negative reinforement during learning. The approah is implemented by2



means of a neural assoiative memory.Billard et al. investigate experimentally the inuene of several fators on the per-formane of a team of learning robots. A probabilisti model is shown to math theexperimental results with good auray.An evolutionary proedure is applied by Filliat et al. to generate neural ontrollersfor loomotion and obstale-avoidane. To avoid high time demands, spei� grammarsare used to ut down the omplexity of the developmental programs and the ontrollers,and a `minimal simulation' approah is adopted. Following similar ideas, Grasso andRee use a geneti algorithm to �nd appropriate values for the joint parameters in-volved in the rhytmial ontrol of walking. Again, the developmental proess is arriedout in simulation.3 ... RobotsLet us now turn to the other omponent of the speial issue, namely robots. A robot is amultifuntional and reprogrammable mehanism able to move in a given environment.Three broad lasses of robots an be distinguished on the basis of their mobility: Robotarms have a �xed base and their mobility omes from their artiulated struture, thusoperating on a bounded 3D workspae (Fu et al. 87). Robot vehiles move on 2Dsurfaes by using wheels or other similar ontinuous tration elements (Kortenkamp etal. 98). Walking robots are designed to move through rough terrains by using artiulatedlegs (Raibert 86; Song 88). Of ourse, mixed possibilities do also exist like robot armsmounted on wheeled vehiles.Representatives of these three lasses of robots an be found in the papers inludedin this speial issue.Up to now, most work on adaptive robots has been arried out on robot vehiles,a tendeny that also shows up here. Thus, Trentin and Cattoni use a vehile built attheir institute, that has two independent wheels plus a pivoting one, and is equippedwith sixteen sonars arefully distributed around its body. A robot onstruted withLEGO briks hosts the four phototransistors and two photoresistors used by MNeilland Card in their visual disrimination experiments. A Khephera robot with eightinfrared sensors is used by Santos and Touzet, and up to four suh robots make up theteams on whih Billard et al. perform their experiments in olletive robotis.However, walking robots are nowadays gaining attention, sine they o�er an evenwider range of opportunities for adaptation, and three papers are devoted to themin this issue. Filliat et al. evolve neural ontrollers for a six-legged robot with twodegrees-of-freedom (dof) per leg, and equipped with infrared and light sensors. Grassoand Ree work in a similar diretion, but using a quadruped robot with eight joints.The work of Lewis and Sim�o onsiders only one leg, whih adapts its rhythmi motion(derived from a given gait) when it needs to pass over an obstale.3
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